CASE
STUDY
Slovak Olympic
and Sports Committee (SOSC)
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ABOUT
National Olympic Committee and umbrella
organisation for all national sports federations in
Slovakia

Members
National federations
(Olympic + nonOlympic sports)

Activities1

Other sport
organisations

Its mission, as a not-for-profit organisation, is to
universally contribute to the development of sports
in the Slovak Republic, to spread and popularise
the basic principles and values of Olympism, to
expand the Olympic heritage and through sports to
contribute to the harmonic development of people,
a mutual understanding and friendship among
nations and to deepen our peaceful coexistence.

Website

Staff

+
2

Representatives
of the SOSC Athletes‘
Commission

Individual
members

Infrastructure/
buildings
No sport infrastructure
House of Sport
(2 floors) - rented
Former office building
- own property
Olympic museum
premises - rented
Two storage
facilities - rented

Olympic values
education

Dual
careers

Education and
training
(e. g. coaches,
administrators…)

Sport events
for general
public
Sport events competitions

Research

International
sport events

Projects
International
projects
Conferences
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Beyond general administration, participation
to Olympic events, communications, marketing,
international relations, public affairs – beyond what
every NOC does and has to do.

SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY
What does sustainability mean to SOSC?

Scope of the strategy

A development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
This definition of sustainable development according to the Brundtland
Report emphasises the three main components of sustainable development:
environmental protection, economic growth and social equality.

Why a sustainability strategy?
To follow the positive example of the IOC and selected NOCs
To improve sustainability performance and credibility of the
organisation
To become sustainability leader within the Slovak sport sector
To contribute to the building of Slovak sports according to the
principles of sustainability
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Strategy in PDF

THE PROCESS

External
process

Structure
•
•

Responsible unit: Olympism Department
Advisory structure: Steering working group (top management
-president, secretary general, executive director) – regular meetings
to check the progress in creating the strategy

Involved
stakeholders
•

Trainings and awareness raising
•
•

Internal
process

ASAP Training for Sustainability Managers
Two awareness-raising and co-creation sessions
for staff organised in cooperation with an external
sustainability expert

Internal consultations
•
•

One-on-one or departmental meetings
Online questionnaire for staff - opportunity to express
their opinions and submit proposals related to the specific
sustainability goals and measures

•
•
•
•
•

National government
(State Secretary for
Sport and Government
Plenipotentiary for Youth
and Sport)
SOSC Partners
Sport Development Fund
Operator of House of Sport
Planet Lover
(a sustainability NGO)
Institute of Environmental
Policy

External consultation
•

•

•

Involvement of members
(national federations)
•
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Online questionnaire to find out their understanding and approach
to sustainability, their expectations towards SOSC in terms of
sustainability and opinion about the importance of different aspects
related to sustainable development of sport in Slovakia

•

In-person meetings and
consultations with government
representatives
Specific online questionnaires to
gather input and feedback:
• SOSC Partners to find out their
understanding and approach
to sustainability and their
expectations towards SOSC in
terms of sustainability
• Sports Development Fund
(SDF) related to the topic of
infrastructure
• House of Sport operator
regarding goals and measures
of the strategy, related to the
“workplace” focus theme
Discussions and working meetings
with Sport Development Fund and
the Ministry of Education
Revision of the draft strategy by
Planet Lover (a sustainability NGO)
and the Institute of Environmental
Policy (IEP) of the Ministry of
Environment of Slovak Republic

Main steps
July – August 2021
translation and proofreading,
graphical design

February 2020
ASAP training for
sustainability
managers

June –
August 2020
development of a draft
vision, mission and
strategy framework

February –
May 2020

February – March 2021
consultation process
with NFs, SOSC partners,
House of Sport, Sport
Development Fund

approval by the SOSC
Executive Board,
publication

March – June 2021

organisational
screening and analysis
of internal activities
and processes

September – October 2020
internal consultation process
with SOSC staff
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9 September 2021

creation of an action plan,
external consultation
with Planet Lover and IEP,
development of individual
chapters of the strategy,
presentation of the strategy
and its detailed action plan to
SOSC top management

The strategy creation process started with the

priorities and focus areas defined in the first draft

introduction to sustainability as part of the ASAP

of the strategy framework. On the other hand, the

training. After that the organisational screening

outcomes of the consultations showed very low

and analysis of internal activities and processes

awareness about sustainability among some of the

within SOSC was realised. The outcomes were

stakeholders (e. g. NFs). Consequently, this led to

then presented to the SOSC top management,

definition of a specific focus area “Communication”

including the first draft of the strategy framework.

to address this issue. This phase was then followed

This appeared to be quite useful for the rest of the

by the creation of an action plan and delivery

strategy creation process, as a special working

system. For this purpose, external consultations

group including the president, secretary general

were also realised with Planet Lover and Institute

and executive director was established to regularly

of Environmental Policy. The positive examples of

check the progress in creating the strategy.

the IOC as well as several NOCs and IFs and their

Subsequently, the vision and mission of the strategy

strategies were also used to shape the action plan.

were prepared and the strategy framework was
further developed.

The final version of the strategy and its detailed
action plan was then presented to the SOSC top
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In order to define the priorities several consultations

management. Subsequently, translation and final

were realised with different stakeholder groups,

proofreading was realised, followed by graphic

including the SOSC staff, NFs, SOSC partners,

design. The final version of the strategy was then

House of Sport operator and Sport Development

sent to the members of the SOSC Executive Board,

Fund. These consultations mostly confirmed the

before its official approval on 9 September 2021.

RECOMMENDATIONS
AND TIPS
Involve top management from the
beginning of the strategy creation
process.
Organise regular meetings with
decision makers to check the
progress in creating the strategy.
Involve external sustainability
experts to help you with the
creation of the strategy.
Pay special attention to awareness
raising actions for your member
organisations (in case of their
low awareness and interest in
sustainability).
Create a dedicated position within
the organisational structure to steer
the implementation of the strategy.
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Identify colleagues within your
organisation with positive attitude to
sustainability and willingness to help
with implementation of the strategy.
Take your time with implementation
of the strategy. Change yourself first.
Focus on yourself/your organisation,
before you approach member
organisations to follow your example.
Do not overestimate the strategy
itself, it is its implementation and its
outcomes that really matters.
Start with carbon footprint
calculation as soon as possible to
get the real data and shape your
carbon reduction actions.

“MINI” IMPLEMENTATION
2
REPORT
Priority area

Objective

Activity

•
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•
•

Waste separation containers and bins were installed; composters for
biowaste were put into operation.
Certified, 100% recycled paper is used at SOSC office. “
No plastic bottles” policy is in place at SOSC office.

Sustainable SOSC mobility

•

A mobility survey among the SOSC staff was realised.

Workplace

Sustainable SOSC
working culture

•
•
•

Sustainability policy was created and published.
SOSC Sustainability Commission was established.
New SOSC Code of Ethics was created, approved and published on the
SOSC website.

•

Events

SOSC pilot events
organised according to
sustainability standards

A sustainability department was established within the EYOF 2022
Organising Committee overseeing implementation of sustainability
measures.

•
•

Infrastructure

Conditions for
development of
sustainable sports
infrastructure are
created

Works on the strategy for national sport infrastructure started.
A special report about national sport infrastructure was prepared for the
Ministry of Education.
Sustainability criteria were introduced within the evaluation system of the
Infrastructure Commission of the Sport Development Fund.
Works on the sport infrastructure database started.

Workplace

Sustainable SOSC office

Workplace

Period: September 2021 – September 2022

•
•
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Priority area

Objective

Education

Sustainability topics are
included in the SOSC
education programmes

Education

SOSC contributes to
promotion of physical
activities within the
learning process at
schools

Activity

•

In 2022 SOSC cooperated on ECOlympics, organised by Planet
Lover (NGO). The first edition of the online sustainability knowledge
competition attracted over 9000 high school students, who, together,
answered more than 2 million questions.

•

In cooperation with Forbes Slovakia, a special edition of the book “The
Real Happy Pill – Junior” (author: A. Hansen) was published, promoting
the importance of regular physical activity and its positive effects on
brain, mental well-being and learning abilities of children. The Slovak
version of the book was presented during the Olympic Day celebrations
and 1500 copies were distributed to Slovak schools.

•

Education

SOSC contributes to
an increase in physical
activity of children

The Olympic Badge of Versatility (edition 2021/2022) was realised
with an increased number of participating students: 236 schools, 6015
students (2949 girls + 3066 boys).

•

Communication

SOSC communicates
with its member
organisations on
relevant topics of
sustainability

“Sustainable sport” internet portal was launched and is gradually
developed as a transfer of knowledge tool containing outcomes of the
strategy and practical information about relevant sustainability topics.
Annual Sport (R)Evolution conference was organised for member
organisations with the main theme “Sport and sustainability”.

•

